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The purpose of this paper is to investigate some numerical aspects of a class of
coupled nonlinear parabolic systems with time delays. The system of parabolic
equations is discretized by the finite difference method which yields a coupled
system of nonlinear algebraic equations. The mathematical analysis of the nonlin-
ear system is by the method of upper and lower solutions and its associated
monotone iterations. Three monotone iterative schemes are presented and it is
shown that the sequence of iterations from each one of these iterative schemes
converges monotonically to a unique solution of the finite difference system. A
theoretical comparison result for the various monotone sequences and error
estimates for the three monotone iterative schemes are obtained. It is also shown
that the finite difference solution converges to the classical solution of the
parabolic system as the mesh size decreases to zero. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In many biochemical, physical, and ecological reaction processes the
rate of change of various density functions, such as chemical concentra-
tions, temperature, populations, etc., is affected by the present as well as
the past state of the density functions. The mathematical problems of
these kinds of reaction processes have traditionally been formulated in the
framework of ordinary differential systems. In recent years, considerable
attention has been given to systems where the effect of diffusion is taken
into consideration. This leads to systems of reaction]diffusion equations
with time delays which are often coupled through the reaction mechanism.
However, most of the works in the current literature are devoted to the
qualitative analysis of the system such as the existence and uniqueness of a
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solution and the dynamics of the system. Much less discussion is given to
the numerical aspect of the system except in some special model problems
Ž w x.cf. 6]8, 16 . In this paper, we give a systematic treatment to a finite
difference system of a general class of reaction]diffusion system with time
delay, where the effect of convection is also taken into consideration. This
w xtreatment is an extension of an earlier article 12 for reaction]diffusion
systems without time delays.
Suppose the reaction]diffusion]convection process occurs in a bounded
p Ž .medium V of R p s 1, 2, . . . with boundary › V. Then the system of
equations may be written in the form
› uŽ l .r› t y LŽ l .uŽ l . s f Ž l . x , t , u, u x g V , t ) 0 ,Ž . Ž .t
BŽ l .uŽ l . s g Ž l . x , t x g › V , t ) 0 ,Ž . Ž . 1.1Ž .
uŽ l . x , t s c Ž l . x , t x g V , yt F t F 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .l
l s 1, . . . , N ,
Ž Ž1.Ž . ŽN .Ž .. Ž Ž1.Ž . ŽN .Ž ..where us u x, t , . . . , u x, t , u s u x, tyt , . . . , u x, tyt ,t 1 N
and for each l s 1, . . . , N, LŽ l .uŽ l . and BŽ l .uŽ l . are given by
LŽ l .uŽ l . s = ? DŽ l .=uŽ l . q v Ž l . ? =uŽ l .Ž .
BŽ l .uŽ l . s a Ž l .› uŽ l .r›n q b Ž l .uŽ l . .
The constants t , . . . , t , representing the time delays in the vector func-1 N
tion u , are positive and ›r›n denotes the outward normal derivative ont
Ž l . Ž l .Ž .› V. It is assumed that the diffusion coefficient D ’ D x, t and the
Ž l . Ž Ž l . Ž l .. Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Ž .convection coefficient v s ¤ , . . . , ¤ of L , where ¤ ’ ¤ x, t for1 p n n
Ž l .w xn s 1, . . . , p, are continuous on D ’ 0, T = V, and D is strictlyT
Ž l . Ž l .positive on D for every finite T ) 0. The coefficients a and b ’T
Ž l .Ž . Ž l . w x Ž l .b x, t of B are continuous on S ’ › V = 0, T with either a s 0,T
Ž l . Ž . Ž l . Ž l . Žb ) 0 Dirichlet condition or a s 1, b G 0 Neumann or Robin
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l ..condition , where V s V j › V. It is also assumed that f , g , and c
Ž l .Ž .are continuous functions in their respective domains, and f ?, u, u is, int
Ž w xgeneral, nonlinear with respect to u and u see 8 for more detailedt
.discussions .
Ž .To discretize the system 1.1 for numerical solutions we formulate it as
a finite difference system by the implicit method. This approach leads to a
system of nonlinear algebraic equations which preserves many of the
qualitative properties of the continuous system. As we have discussed in
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w x12 for the system without time delays, an explicit method or semi-implicit
method may lead to incorrect or misleading information of the continuous
solution while the implicit method preserves various qualitative behavior
Ž .of the continuous solution see Remark 3.1 . However, because of the
nonlinear nature of the problem it is necessary to use some kind of
iteration process for the computation of the solution. In this paper we
present three monotone iterative schemes, including an analytical compar-
ison result among the sequences of iterations, by the method of upper and
lower solutions. It is shown, by using upper and lower solutions as a pair of
coupled initial iterations, that each of the three iterative schemes yields
two monotone sequences which converge monotonically from above and
below, respectively, to a unique solution of the finite difference system.
This kind of monotone iteration has been widely used for both continuous
and discrete parabolic and elliptic boundary value problems with or
Ž w x.without time delays e.g., see 2, 5]13 . A basic consequence of this
method is that it gives improved upper and lower bounds of the solution in
each iteration and that it leads to the existence and uniqueness of a
solution of the nonlinear system. Moreover, since the iteration process
involves linear uncoupled algebraic equations in the same fashion as in the
case of linear systems, the numerical scheme is unconditionally stable with
Ž .respect to the mesh size in both time and space and is suitable for
parallel computations. Although the main concern of the present paper is
to present some monotone computational schemes for numerical solutions
Ž .of 1.1 rather than the best rate of convergence of the iterations it
w xappears possible that the method developed in the recent paper 9 can be
used to accelerate the rate of convergence of the iterations in these
schemes without sacrificing the monotone property of the sequences of
iterations. This aspect will be investigated in a future exploration.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we formulate a finite
Ž .difference system of 1.1 and introduce the definition of coupled upper
and lower solutions of the system for mixed quasimonotone functions.
These upper and lower solutions are used as the initial iterations in an
iteration process in Section 3, where two basic monotone sequences are
constructed by a linear computational algorithm. Section 4 contains three
improved monotone iterative schemes as well as an analytical comparison
result among the sequences of iterations. An error estimate for each of the
three monotone iterative schemes is obtained in Section 5. This estimate is
given in relation to the effect of diffusion]convection and the strength of
the reaction mechanism without explicit knowledge of the solution. Finally
in Section 6 we show the convergence of the finite difference solution to
the continuous solution using the basic monotone iterative scheme devel-
oped in Section 3.
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2. UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS
Ž .Let x s x , . . . , x be an arbitrary mesh point in V, where i si i i1 p
Ž .i , . . . , i is a multiple index with i s 1, . . . , M and for each n s 1, . . . , p,1 p n n
M is the total number of mesh points in the x -direction. Denote by V ,n n p
Ž l . Ž x w xL , and Q the set of mesh points in V, V = 0, T , and V = yt , 0 ,p p l
Ž xrespectively, and by › V , S the set of mesh points in › V and › V = 0, T .p p
w xThe set of all mesh points in V and V = 0, T are denoted by V and L ,p p
respectively. It is assumed that the domain V is connected. Let k s t yn n
t be the time increment and h the spatial increment in the x -direc-ny1 n n
tion. For each l s 1, . . . , N we choose k such that t s k q ??? qk forn l 1 sl
some integer s ) 0. Definel
uŽ l . s uŽ l . x , t , u s uŽ1. , . . . , uŽN . ,Ž . Ž .i , n i n i , n i , n i , n
uŽ l . s uŽ l . x , t y t , u s uŽ1. , . . . , uŽN . ,Ž . Ž .i , nys i n l i , nys i , nys i , nysl 1 N
f Ž l . u , u s f Ž l . x , t , u , u .Ž . Ž .i , n i , nys i n i , n i , nys
Define also the standard central difference operators,
Žn . y2D u s h u x q h e , t y 2u x , t q u x y h e , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , n n i n n n i n i n n n
y1Žn .d u s 2h u x q h e , t y u x y h e , t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .i , n n i n n n i n n n
Ž .and approximate the parabolic operators in 1.1 by
p
Ž l . Ž l . y1 Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žn . Ž l . n Ž l .L u s k u y u y D D u q ¤ d u ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi , n n i , n i , ny1 i , n i , n i , n i , nn
ns1
where e is the unit vector in R p with n th component one and zeron
Ž l . Ž Ž l . . Ž l .Ž .elsewhere, and D and ¤ are the standard approximations of D x, ti, n i, n n
Ž Ž l .Ž .. Ž w x.and ¤ x, t , respectively cf. 1, 3 . Then we approximate the parabolicn
Ž .system 1.1 by the nonlinear finite difference system
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L u s f u , u in L ,Ž .i , n i , n i , nys p
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .B u s g on S ,i , n i , n p 2.1Ž .
uŽ l . s c Ž l . in Q l s 1, . . . , N ,Ž .i , n i , n p
Ž l . Ž l .Ž . Ž l . Ž l .Ž . Ž l .w Ž l . xwhere g s g x , t , c s c x , t , and B u is a suitablei, n i n i, n i n i, n
Ž l . Ž w x.approximation of the boundary operator B cf. 10, 11 . When the
Ž .boundary operator is of Dirichlet type the boundary condition in 2.1 is
reduced to uŽ l . s g Ž l . on S . As in the case of scalar parabolic boundaryi, n i, n p
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value problems the above formulation by the implicit method is crucial for
preserving the qualitative property of the solution of the continuous
Ž w x.system cf. 9, 11 .
To develop computational schemes as well as to show the existence and
Ž .uniqueness of a solution to the discrete system 2.1 we find it more
convenient to express the system in vector form. Let M s M M ??? M1 2 p
be the total number of mesh points in V at which the value of thep
Ž .solution u x , t is to be computed. Definei n
U Ž l . s uŽ l . , . . . , uŽ l . 9, U Ž l . s uŽ l . , . . . , uŽ l . 9,Ž . Ž .n 1, n M , n nys 1, nys M , nysl 1 l
C Ž l . s c Ž l . , . . . , c Ž l . 9,Ž .n 1, n M , n
U s U Ž1. , . . . , U ŽN . 9, U s U Ž1. , . . . , U ŽN . 9,Ž . Ž .n n n nys nys nys1 N
F Ž l . U , U s F Ž1. U , U , . . . , F ŽN . U , U 9,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n nys n nys n nys
Ž .where ? 9 denotes the transpose of a row vector. Then we may express the
Ž .system 2.1 in the form
I q k AŽ l . U Ž l . s U Ž l . q k F Ž l . U , U q GŽ l . , n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .Ž .n n n ny1 n n nys n
U Ž l . s CŽ l . , n s 0, y1, . . . , ys l s 1, . . . , N , 2.2Ž . Ž .n n l
where I is the identity matrix, AŽ l . is an M by M block matrix associatedn
with the operators L Ž l . and BŽ l ., and GŽ l . is a vector due to the boundaryn
Ž Ž l . Ž l . . Ž w x .function g , . . . , g see 10, 11 for some detailed formulation .1, n M , n
Ž .To construct monotone sequences for the system 2.2 we require that
the vector function F: x q = x q “ x q given by
F U, V s F Ž1. U, V , . . . , F ŽN . U, V 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
be mixed quasimonotone in a subset of x q = x q, where q s MN and
x q s U ’ U Ž1. , . . . , U ŽN . ; U Ž l . g R M for l s 1, . . . , N . 4Ž .
Specifically, by writing the vectors U, V, and F Ž l . in the split form
Ž l . w x w x w x w xU ’ U , U , U , V ’ V , V ,Ž .Ž .a b c dl l l l
2.4Ž .Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . w x w x w x w xF U, V ’ F U , U , U , V , VŽ . Ž .a b c dl l l l
for each l s 1, . . . , N, where a , b , c , and d are nonnegative integersl l l l
satisfying the relation
a q b s N y 1 and c q d s N 2.5Ž .l l l l
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w xand U denotes a vector with s number of components of U, we haves
the following definition.
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. The vector function F U, V given by 2.3 is said to be
mixed quasimonotone in J = J if, for each l s 1, . . . , N, there existn nys
Ž . Ž l .Ž .nonnegative integers a , b , c , and d satisfying 2.5 such that F U, V isl l l l
w x w x w x w xnondecreasing in U and V , and is nonincreasing in U and V fora c b dl l l l
Ž .all U g J and V g J . Similarly, F U, V is said to be mixed quasimono-n nys
Ž l .Ž .tone in J if for each V g J and each l s 1, . . . , N, F U, V isn nys
w x w xnondecreasing in U and is nonincreasing in U for all U g J .a b nl l
The subsets J and J in the above definition are given byn nys
Ã Ä q Ã Ä² :J ’ U , U ’ U g x ; U F U F U ,½ 5n n n n n
2.6Ž .
Ã Ä q Ã Ä² :J ’ U , U ’ V g x ; U F V F U ,½ 5nys nys nys nys nys
Ä Ãwhere U and U are a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions whichn n
are defined as follows:
Ä ÄŽ1. ÄŽ N . ÃŽ .DEFINITION 2.2. Two vectors U ’ U , . . . , U 9, U ’n n n n
ÃŽ1. ÃŽN . qŽ .U , . . . , U 9 in x are called coupled upper and lower solutions ofn n
Ä ÃŽ .2.2 if U G U andn n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ã Ä ÃI q k A U G U q k F U , U , U , U , UŽ . ž /n n n ny1 n n n n nys nysa b c dl l l l
q GŽ l .n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ä Ã ÄI q k A U F U q k F U , U , U , U , UŽ . ž /n n n ny1 n n n n nys nysa b c dl l l l
2.7Ž .
qGŽ l . for n s 1, 2, . . .n
ÄŽ l . Ž l . ÃŽ l .U G C G U for n s 0, y1, . . . , ys l s 1, . . . , N .Ž .n n n l
In the above definition inequalities between two vectors are in the sense of
componentwise.
Ž .In proving the convergence of the finite difference solution of 2.1 to
Ž .the classical solution of 1.1 as well as in the treatment of specific model
problems of reaction]diffusion systems, it is more convenient to define
Ž .upper and lower solutions to 2.1 directly as follows:
Ž Ž1. ŽN ..DEFINITION 2.3. A pair of functions u ’ u , . . . , u , u ’Ä Ä Ä Ãi, n i, n i, n i, n
Ž Ž1. ŽN .. Ž .u , . . . , u , are called coupled upper and lower solutions of 2.1 ifÃ Ãi, n i, n
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u G u in L , and if for each l s 1, . . . , N,Ä Ãi, n i, n p
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L u G f u , u , u , u , uÄ Ä Ä Ã Ä ÃŽ .a b c di , n i , n i , n i , n i , nys i , nysl l l l
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L u F f u , u , u , u , uÃ Ã Ã Ä Ã ÄŽ .a b c di , n i , n i , n i , n i , nys i , nysl l l l
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .B u G g G B u on SÄ Ãi , n i , n i , n p
2.8Ž .
uŽ l . G c Ž l . G uŽ l . in Q .Ä Ãi , n i , n i , n p
Ž .It is easy to verify that if u and u satisfy 2.8 then the pairÄ Ãi, n i, n
Ä ÄŽ1. ÄŽN . Ã ÃŽ1. ÃŽN .Ž . Ž .U ’ U , . . . , U 9 and U ’ U , . . . , U 9 withn n n n n n
ÄŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . ÃŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .U ’ u , . . . , u 9, U ’ u , . . . , u 9 l s 1, . . . , NŽ .Ä Ä Ã ÃŽ . Ž .n 1, n M , n n 1, n M , n
Ž .satisfy the inequalities in 2.7 . In the following discussion we assume that
Ä Ã Ž .a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions U , U or u , u exist andÄ Ãn n i, n i, n
that the following basic hypotheses on AŽ l . and F Ž l . are satisfied.N
Ž . Ž l . Ž Ž l ..H For each l s 1, . . . , N and n s 1, 2, . . . , the matrix A ’ a1 n n i j
Ž Ž l .. Ž Ž l ..is irreducible, and a ) 0, a F 0 for j / i, andn ii n i j
M
Ž l .a G 0 for all i s 1, . . . , M . 2.9Ž .Ž .Ý i jn
js1
Ž .H The vector function2
F U , U ’ F Ž1. U , U , . . . , F ŽN . U , U 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n nys n nys n nys
is a C1-function and possesses a mixed quasimonotone property in J =n
Ã Ä Ã Ä² : ² :J , where J ’ U , U and J ’ U , U .nys n n n nys nys nys
Ž . Ž l .Hypothesis H implies that A is an M-matrix and its smallest1 n
Ž l . Ž .eigenvalue m is nonnegative. If strict inequality in 2.9 holds for at leastn
Ž l . Ž Ž l ..y1 Ž w x.one i then m ) 0 and A is a positive matrix cf. 14, 15 . In eithern n
Ž Ž l ..y1case, the inverse I q k A exists and is a positive matrix. Thisn n
positive property is critical in our construction of monotone convergent
Ž .sequences for the system 2.2 . It is to be noted that in the formulation
Ž . Ž l . Ž l .of 2.2 if the convection term v ? =u dominates the diffusion term
Ž Ž l . Ž l .. Ž .= ? D =u then the hypothesis H can be satisfied either by taking h1 n
suitably small or by using an upwind differencing scheme without any
Ž w x.restriction on h cf. 1, 3 . The use of the central difference approxima-n
tions for diffusion and convection and the connectness assumption on V
Ž l . Ž w x.ensures that the matrix A is irreducible cf. 15 .n
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3. A MONOTONE ITERATION PROCESS
We first establish a basic monotone iteration process for the finite
Ž .difference system 2.2 analogous to the treatment of parabolic systems
w xwithout time delays in 12 . This iteration process is useful for proving the
existence and uniqueness of a finite difference solution as well as its
Ž . Ž l .convergence to the continuous solution of 1.1 . Let g be any nonnega-i, n
tive function in L such thatp
› f Ž l .
Ž l . Ã Ä Ã Ä² : ² :g G max y ?, u, w ; u g U , U , w g U , U , 3.1Ž . Ž .i , n n n nys nysŽ l .½ 5› u
where uŽ l . is the lth component of u. Define
A Ž l . ’ I q k AŽ l . q GŽ l . , GŽ l . ’ diag g Ž l . , . . . , g Ž l .Ž . Ž .n n n n n 1, n M , n
F Ž l . U , U ’ GŽ l .U Ž l . q F Ž l . U , U l s 1, . . . , N . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n nys n n n nys
Ž .Then the system 2.2 is equivalent to
A Ž l .U Ž l . s U Ž l . q k F Ž l . U , U q GŽ l . , n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .n n ny1 n n nys n
U Ž l . s C Ž l . , n s 0, y1, . . . , ys l s 1, . . . , N . 3.3Ž . Ž .n n l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž l .In view of H , H , and 3.1 , the function F possesses the property1 2
Ž l . Ž l . w x w x w x w xF U , U , V , U , VŽ .a b c dn n n nys nysl l l l
Ž l . Ž l . w x w x w x w xG F V , V , U , V , UŽ .a b c dn n n nys nysl l l l
Ä Ãwhenever U G U G V G U . 3.4Ž .n n n n
Ž .To show the existence and uniqueness of a solution to 3.3 we use
Ž0. Ž0.Ä ÃU s U and U s U as coupled initial iterations to construct twon n n n
sequences
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m mŽm. Ž1. ŽN . Žm. Ž1. ŽN .U ’ U , . . . , U , U ’ U , . . . , U 4 4 Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ½ 5½ 5n n n n n n
from the linear iteration process
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1.A U s U q k F U , U ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n nž al
Žmy1. Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .U , U , U q G/n nys nys nb dcl ll
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1.A U s U q k F U , U , 3.5Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n nž al
Žmy1. Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .U , U , U q G for n s 1, 2, . . ./n nys nys ncb dll l
Ž . Ž .m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .U s U s C for n s 0, y1, . . . , ysŽ .Ž .n n n l
l s 1, . . . , N .Ž .
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In the iteration process, n is fixed and the iteration is with respect to m
Ž Ž l ..y1starting from m s 1. Since A is a positive matrix and for each mn
Žm. Žm.Ž .  4  4the right-hand side of 3.5 is known, the sequences U and U ,n n
called maximal and minimal sequences, respectively, are well-defined and
can be computed by solving a linear algebraic system. The use of the
implicit method in the formulation of the finite difference system ensures
that each iteration is unconditionally stable with respect to the mesh sizes
Ž w x.k and h cf. 1, 3 . In the following lemma we show the monotonen n
property of the sequences.
LEMMA 3.1. For each n s 1, 2, . . . , the maximal and minimal sequences
Žm. Žm. 4  4U , U possess the monotone propertyn n
Žm. Žmq1. Žmq1. Žm.Ã ÄU F U F U F U F U F U m s 1, 2 . . . . 3.6Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
Ž l . Ž0. Ž l . Ž0. Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž l . Ž1.ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Let W s U y U s U y U for l sn n n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .1, . . . , N. By 2.7 , 3.2 , and 3.5 with m s 1,
Ž . Ž .0 1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .ÄA W s A U y A UŽ . Ž .n n n n n n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Ä Ä Ä ÃG U q k F U , U , U ,žny1 n n n na bl l
Ž l .Ä ÃU , U q G/nys nys nc dl l
Ž . Ž .1 0Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž0.y U q k F U , U ,Ž . Ž .ny1 n n nž al
Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž l .U , U , U q Gn nys nys nb d /cl ll
Ž . Ž .1 0Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Äs U y U s W for n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1 ny1
Ž l . Ž0. Ž l . Ž l .ÄŽ .and W s U y C G 0 for n s 0, y1, . . . , ys . The positive prop-n n n l
Ž Ž l ..y1erty of A implies thatn
Ž . Ž .0 0y1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .W G A W , n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1
Ž l . Ž0. Ž l . Ž0.Ž . Ž .Since W G 0, an induction argument leads to W G 0 for n s0 n
Ž0. Ž1.1, 2, . . . . This proves U G U . A similar argument using the property ofn n
Ž . Ž1. Ž0.a lower solution and the second equation in 3.5 gives U G U . More-n n
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Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .over, by 3.5 and 3.4 , the vector W ’ U y U satisfiesn n n
the relation
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 0Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž0. Ž0.A W s W q k F U , U , U ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n n bž a ll
Ž0. Ž0. Ž l .U , U q Gnys nys nd /c ll
Ž .0Ž l . Ž l . Ž0. Ž0.y k F U , U , U ,Ž .n n n nž a bl l
Ž0. Ž0. Ž l .U , U q Gnys nys n/c dl l
Ž .1Ž l .G W for n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .ny1
Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž1.Ž . Ž .and W s 0 for n s 0, y1, . . . , ys . This leads again to W G 0n l n
Ž0. Ž1. Ž1.for n s 1, 2, . . . . The above conclusions imply that U G U G U Gn n n
Ž0. Ž .U for n s 1, 2, . . . . The monotone property 3.6 follows by an inductionn
w xargument similar to that in 12 .
Ž .The monotone property 3.6 implies that the limits
Žm. Žm.lim U ’ U and lim U ’ U 3.7Ž .n n n n
m“‘ m“‘
Ã Ä Ž .exist and satisfy U F U F U F U for every n. Letting m “ ‘ in 3.5n n n n
Ž .and using the relation 3.2 show that U and U satisfy the equationsn n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . w x w xI q k A U s U q k F U , U , U , U , UŽ . b dž /n n n ny1 n n n n nys nysa cl ll l
q GŽ l .n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . w x w xI q k A U s U q k F U , U , U , U , UŽ . a cž /n n n ny1 n n n n nys nysb dl ll l
q GŽ l .n
n s 1, 2, . . . 3.8Ž . Ž .
U s U s C n s 0, y1, . . . , ys .Ž .n n n l
Ž .Hence U and U are solutions of 2.2 if U s U . To show this we definen n n n
› f Ž l .
Ž l . Ã Ä Ã Ä² : ² :s ’ max ?, u, w ; u g U , U , w g U , U ,Ž .l , n n n nys nysŽ l .½ 5› u
Ž l .› f
Ž l . Ã Ä Ã Ä² : ² :s s max ?, u, w ; u g U , U , w g U , U ,Ž .j , n n n nys nysŽ j.½ 5› u
when j / l l s 1, . . . , N . 3.9Ž . Ž .
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Ã Ä² :Then for any W in U , U , the mean-value theorem implies thatnys nys nys
Ž l . Ž l . w x w x Ž l . Ž l . w x w xF U , U , V , W y F V , V , U , WŽ . Ž .a b a bn n n nys n n n nysl l l l
N
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j. Ž j.F s U y V q s U y VŽ . Ž .Ýl , n n n j , n n n
j/l
Ä Ãwhenever U G U G V G U . 3.10Ž .n n n n
Let mŽ l . G 0 be the smallest eigenvalue of AŽ l . and definen n
N
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j. Ž j. Ž j.v ’ max s y m , s r 1 q k m y sŽ .Ž .Ýn l , n n l , n n n l , n½ 5
j/l
Ž l .v ’ max v ; l s 1, . . . , N . 3.11Ž . 4n n
In the following theorem we show that U s U and U is the uniquen n n
Ž .solution of 2.2 .
Ä ÃTHEOREM 3.1. Let U , U be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutionsn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .of 2.2 and let hypotheses H and H hold. If1 2
k v - 1 n s 1, 2, . . . 3.12Ž . Ž .n n
Žm. Žm. Ž0. Ž0.Ä Ã 4  4 Ž .then the sequences U , U gi¤en by 3.5 with U s U and U s Un n n n n n
U Ž .con¤erge monotonically to a unique solution U of 2.2 . Moreo¤ern
UŽm. Žmq1. Žmq1. Žm.Ã ÄU F U F U F U F U F U F U m , n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž .n n n n n n n
3.13Ž .
Ž .Proof. For the existence of a solution and the relation 3.13 it suffices
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .to show that U s U . Let W s U y U , W s U y U , and s* sn n n n n n n n
 4 Ž Ž1. ŽN .. Ž l .min s ; l s 1, . . . , N , where W ’ W , . . . , W 9. Clearly, W G 0 forl n n n n
Ž .every l, and by 3.8 ,
I q k AŽ l . W Ž l . s W Ž l .Ž .n n n ny1
Ž l . Ž l . w x w xq k F U , U , U , U , Ub dž /n n n n nys nysa cl ll l
Ž l . Ž l . w x w xyF U , U , U , U , U . 3.14Ž .a cž /n n n nys nysb dl ll l
Consider the case n s 1, . . . , s*. Since U s U s C for n snys nys nys
Ž . Ž .1, . . . , s*, the relations 3.10 and 3.14 imply that
N
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.I q k A W F W q k s W q s W ,Ž . Ýn n n ny1 n l , n n j , n n
j/l
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which is equivalent to
N
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.I q k A y s I W F W q k s W . 3.15Ž .Ž . Ýn n l , n n ny1 n j , n n
j/l
Ž . Ž Ž l . Ž l ..In view of 3.12 , 1 q k m y s ) 0. This relation and hypothesisn n l, n
Ž . Ž l . w Ž Ž l . Ž l . .xy1H ensure that the inverse matrix B ’ I q k A y s I exists1 n n n l, n
and is positive. Hence
N
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.W F B W q k s W , n s 1, . . . , s*.Ýn n ny1 n j , n n
j/l
w xIt follows from the same argument as that in 12 without time delays that
Ž l .W s 0 for every l. This shows that U s U for n s 1, . . . , s*. Usingn n n
Ž .U s U in 3.14 for n s s* q 1, . . . , 2 s* the above reasoning leadsnys nys
to U s U for n s s* q 1, . . . , 2 s*. A continuation of the same processn n
U UŽ .yields U s U for all n. This shows that U s U ’ U and U is an n n n n n
Ž . Ž .solution of 2.2 and satisfies 3.13 .
To show the uniqueness of the solution we observe that if U ’n
Ž1. ŽN . Ã ÄŽ . Ž . ² :U , . . . , U 9 is a solution of 2.2 in U , U , then by the mean-valuen n n n
theorem, V s UU y U possesses the property V s 0 for n s 1, . . . , s*n n n nys
and satisfies the relation
U UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .I q k A V s V q k F U , U y F U , UŽ . Ž .Ž .n n n ny1 n n nys n nys
s V Ž l . q k F Ž l . j , U V n s 1, . . . , s*Ž . Ž .ny1 n u n nys n
3.16Ž .
Ž l .Ž . Ž Ž l . Ž j..Ž . Ž l .where F j , U ’ › f r› u j , U is the Jacobi matrix of Fu n nys n nys
Ž . Uwith U fixed and j is an intermediate value between U and U .nys n n n
w x UIt follows again from the argument in 12 that U s U for n s 1, . . . , s*.n n
A continuation of the same reasoning for n G s* q 1 leads to the conclu-
Usion U s U for every n. This proves the theorem.n n
Remark 3.1. From a computational point of view it is most convenient
Ž .to formulate the finite difference system of 1.1 either by the explicit
method or by a ``semi-implicit'' method in the sense that the function
Ž l .Ž . Ž l .Ž .F U , U is replaced by F U , U . This formulation yields an nys ny1 nys
finite difference approximation whose solution can be computed by a
marching process with respect to n without iterations. Unfortunately, this
approach not only imposes some severe restrictions on the mesh sizes kn
Ž .and h for numerical stability by explicit method a more serious draw-n
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back is that it may lead to misleading or incorrect information of the
w xsolution. Some examples for this situation can be found in 9, 11 .
4. THREE COMPUTATIONAL ITERATIVE SCHEMES
Žm . Žm .Ž . w x w xIn the iterative scheme 3.5 the vectors U , U andnys nys
Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm.Ž . Ž .U , U at earlier time steps are included in the process ofny1 ny1
iterations. The inclusion of these iterations is useful in proving the conver-
gence of the finite difference solution to the continuous solution in a later
section. However, from a computational point of view it is more desirable
to replace these vectors by the values of the solution. We do this in the
present section and show the same kind of monotone convergence of the
maximal and minimal sequences. Moreover, we introduce two additional
monotone iterative schemes, called Gauss]Seidel and Jacobi iterations,
Ž .which are useful for computing numerical solutions of 1.1 in multidimen-
sional spatial domains. An important improvement of these iterative
Ž . Ž .schemes is that the function F U, V , given by 2.3 , is not required to be
quasimonotone with respect to the components of V. Specifically, we
Ž .replaced hypothesis H by the following condition.2
X Ã ÄŽ . ² : Ž .H For each V g U , U , F U, V is mixed quasimonotone in U2 nys nys
Ã Ä² :for U g J ’ U , U .n n n
X Ä ÃŽ .In the hypothesis H the pair U , U are the generalized upper and2 n n
lower solutions which are defined by the following.
Ä ÃDEFINITION 4.1. A pair of vectors U , U are called generalized uppern n
Ž .and lower solutions of 2.2 if they satisfy the conditions in Definition 2.2
Ž .except that the first two inequalities in 2.7 are replaced by
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÃI q k A U G U q k F U , U , U , V q GŽ . ž /n n n ny1 n n n n nys na bl l
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Ã Ã Ã Ã ÄI q k A U F U q k F U , U , U , V q GŽ . ž /n n n ny1 n n n n nys na bl l
Ã Ä² :for every V g U , U l s 1, . . . , N . 4.1Ž . Ž .nys nys nys
Ž .It is clear from the above definition that if F U, V is mixed quasimono-
tone in J = J then the conditions in Definition 4.1 coincide with thatn nys
in Definition 2.2. To describe the iterative schemes we write the matrix
AŽ l . in the split form AŽ l . ’ DŽ l . y U Ž l . y L Ž l ., where DŽ l ., U Ž l ., and L Ž l .n n n n n n n n
are the diagonal, upper-off-diagonal, and lower-off-diagonal matrices of
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AŽ l ., respectively. Definen
A Ž l . ’ I q k DŽ l . y L Ž l . q GŽ l .Ž . Ž .n n n n nG
A Ž l . ’ I q k DŽ l . q GŽ l . l s 1, . . . , N . 4.2Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n nJ
Then we have the following three iterative schemes.
Ž .a Pichard Iteration:
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U s U q k G UŽ .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q G ,Ž .n n n nys nbž /a ll
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U s U q k G UŽ .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q G ,Ž .n n n nys nž /a bl l
m s 1, 2, . . . n s 1, 2, . . . , l s 1, . . . , N 4.3Ž . Ž .
Ž .b Gauss]Seidel Iteration:
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U s U q k G q U UŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n nG
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q G ,Ž .n n n n nys nbž /a ll
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U s U q k G q U UŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n nG
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q G ,Ž .n n n n nys nž /a bl l
m s 1, 2, . . . , n s 1, 2, . . . , l s 1, . . . , N . 4.4Ž . Ž .
Ž .c Jacobi Iteration:
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U s U q k G q U q L UŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n n nJ
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q G ,Ž .n n n n nys nbž /a ll
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U s U q k G q U q L UŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n n nJ
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q G ,Ž .n n n n nys nž /a bl l
m s 1, 2, . . . n s 1, 2, . . . , l s 1, . . . , N . 4.5Ž . Ž .
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Ž0. Ž0. Ä ÃŽ . Ž .In each of the above iterations the initial iteration U , U is U , Un n n n
and the initial condition is given by
Ž . Ž .m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .U s U s C ,Ž .Ž .n n n
m s 1, 2, . . . n s 0, y1, . . . , ys, l s 1, . . . , N . 4.6Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž l .Since by H the diagonal elements of D are positive and the elements1 n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž Ž l ..y1of U and L are nonnegative, the inverse matrices A andn n n G
Ž Ž l ..y1 Ž w x.A exist and are positive cf. 14, 15 . Hence the sequences given byn J
the above iteration processes are well-defined and can be computed by the
standard computational algorithm in the same fashion as that for linear
algebraic systems. Moreover, for fixed m each of the linear equations in
the iteration processes is unconditionally stable with respect to the mesh
sizes k and h . As in the case of linear problems, the Gauss]Seidel andn n
Jacobi iterative schemes have the advantage than the Picard iterations
Ž .when dealing with the parabolic system 1.1 with two or higher dimen-
sional spatial domains. In the following theorem we show that the maximal
and minimal sequences obtained from any one of the iterative schemes
U Ž .converge monotonically to the unique solution U of 2.2 .n
Ä ÃTHEOREM 4.1. Let U , U be a pair of generalized upper and lowern n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of 2.2 , and let Hypotheses H and H 9 and condition 3.121 2
Žm. Žm. 4  4hold. Then the sequences U , U gi¤en by any one of the iterati¤en n
Ž . Ž . Ž .schemes in 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.5 con¤erge monotonically from abo¤e and
U Ž .below, respecti¤ely, to the unique solution U of 2.2 . Moreo¤er, relationn
Ž .3.13 holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. a Picard iteration. It is easy to see from 4.1 , 4.3 , and
Ã U ÄU F U F U thatn n n
Ž .1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .ÄA U y UŽ .n n n
UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÃG U q k G U q F U , U , U , U q Gž /ny1 n n n n n n nys nž /a bl l
Ž .0Ž .lU Ž l . Ž l .y U q k G UŽ . Ž .ny1 n n nž
Ž .0 UŽ l . Ž l . Ž0. Ž0. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q GŽ .n n n nys nbž /a /ll
Ž .lUŽ l .Äs U y U G 0 l s 1, . . . , N .Ž . Ž .ny1 ny1
Ž l . y1 Ž l . Ž0. Ž l . Ž1.Ž . Ž . Ž .By the positive property of A we have U G U . A similarn n n
Ž Ž l ..Ž1. Ž Ž l ..Ž0. Ž . Ž . Ž .argument gives U G U . Moreover, by 4.3 with m s 1 , 3.4 ,n n
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Ž0. Ž0.and U G U ,n n
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 01 0Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U y U s k G U y UŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n n nž /
Ž .0 UŽ l . Ž l . Ž0. Ž0.qF U , U , U , UŽ .n n n nysbž /a ll
Ž .0 UŽ l . Ž l . Ž0. Ž0.yF U , U , U , UŽ .n n n nysž /a bl l
G 0.
Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž1. Ž0. Ž1.Ž . Ž .This yields U G U . The above conclusions show that U F Un n n n
Ž1. Ž0. Žm. Žm. 4  4F U F U . It follows by an induction argument that U and Un n n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .possess the monotone property 3.6 . Letting m “ ‘ in 4.3 and 4.6
Ž .shows that the limits U and U in 3.7 exist and satisfy the relationn n
Ž .lU UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .w xI q k A U s U q k F U , U , U , U q GŽ .Ž . bž /n n n ny1 n n n n nys na ll
Ž .lU UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .w xI q k A U s U q k F U , U , U , U q GŽ .Ž . až /n n n ny1 n n n n nys nbl l
n s 1, 2, . . .Ž .
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .U s U s C n s 0, y1, . . . , ys . 4.7Ž . Ž .n n n l
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .This implies that W ’ U y U satisfies the equationn n n
UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . w xI q k A W s k F U , U , U , UŽ . bž /n n n n n n n nysa ll
UŽ l . Ž l . w xyF U , U , U , U .až /n n n nysbl l
Ž .In view of 3.9 , we have
n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.I q k A y s I W F k s W .Ž . Ýn n l , n n n j , n n
j/l
w x Ž l .It follows again from 12 that W s 0, l s 1, . . . , N. This shows thatn
Ž l .U s U ’ U , and the components U of U satisfyn n n n n
Ž .lU UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .I q k A U s U q k F U , U .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n ny1 n n nys
Ž l . Ž l . Ž U .Ž l . U Ž .Let V ’ U y U , l s 1, . . . , N. Since U is the solution of 2.2n n n n
we see that
U U UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .I q k A V s k F U , U y F U , UŽ . Ž .Ž .n n n n n nys n nys
s k F Ž l . j , UU V .Ž .n u n nys n
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Ž . Ž l .This is in a form similar to that in 3.16 which ensures that V s 0 forn
n s 1, 2, . . . . This proves U s UU and thus the theorem for the Picardn n
iteration.
Ã UŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b Gauss]Seidel iteration. By 4.2 , 4.4 , 4.1 , and U F U Fnys nys
ÄU , we havenys
Ž . Ž .0 1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A U y UŽ . Ž . Ž .n n nG
Ž .0Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .s I q k D y L q G UŽ . Ž .n n n n n
Ž .0Ž .lU Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .y U q k U q G UŽ . Ž . Ž .ny1 n n n n½
Ž .0 UŽ l . Ž l . Ž0. Ž0. Ž l .qF U , U , U , U q GŽ .n n n nys n 5bž /a ll
Ž .0Ž l .s I q k A UŽ . Ž .n n n
Ž .0Ž .lU UŽ l . Ž l . Ž0. Ž0. Ž l .y U q k F U , U , U , U q GŽ . Ž .ny1 n n n n nys n½ 5bž /a ll
Ž .lUŽ l .ÄG U y U G 0.Ž .ny1 ny1
Ž l . y1 Ž l . Ž0. Ž l . Ž1.Ž . Ž . Ž .The positivity of A implies that U G U . A similarn G n n
Ž l . Ž1.Ž . Ž . Ž .argument using the relations in 4.4 , 3.4 , and U G 0 leads to U Gn n
Ž Ž l ..Ž1. Ž Ž l ..Ž0.U G U . It follows by an induction argument that the sequen-
Žm. Žm. 4  4 Ž . Ž .ces U , U governed by 4.4 possess the monotone property 3.6 ,n n
Ž .and therefore their limits U and U given by 3.7 exist. Letting m “ ‘ inn n
Ž l .Ž . Ž . Ž .4.4 and using the definition of A in 4.2 shows that U and Un G n n
Ž .satisfy the equations in 4.7 . By the proof of the Picard iteration we
Uconclude that U s U s U . This proves the theorem for then n n
Gauss]Seidel iteration.
Ž .c Jacobi iteration. The proof is similar to that for Gauss]Seidel
iteration and is omitted.
An interesting consequence of the above monotone convergence of the
maximal and minimal sequences is the following comparison result.
THEOREM 4.2. Let the conditions in Theorem 4.1 be satisfied, and let
Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm.Ž 4  4 . Ž 4  4 . Ž 4  4 .U , U , U , U , and U , U be the respecti¤en p n p n G n G n J n J
Ž . Ž . Ž .maximal]minimal sequences gi¤en by 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.5 under the same
Ž .initial condition 4.6 . Then
Žm. Žm. Žm.U F U F UŽ . Ž . Ž .n n np G J
4.8Ž .
UŽm. G UŽm. G UŽm. m s 1, 2, . . . , n s 1, 2, . . . , .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n np G J
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Proof. Let
Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm.V s U y U , V s U y U ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n npp GG
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m m m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .V s U y U , V s U y UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n n npp GG
l s 1, . . . , N ,Ž .
Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž l .Ä ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where U s U s U and U s U s U . Since A sn G n p n n G n p n n G
Ž l . Ž l . Ž .A q k U , a subtraction of the respective first equation in 4.3 andn n n
Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Ž l . Žm.Ž . ŽŽ . Ž . .4.4 and using the property U U y U G 0 yieldsn n G n G
Ž . Ž . Ž .m my1 my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A V G k G U y UŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n n pž /G
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.q F U , U , U , UŽ .Ž . Ž .n n n nysž /bGG G a ll
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.y F U , U , U , UŽ .Ž . Ž .n n n nyspp pž /ba ll
4.9Ž .
Ž . Ž .Similarly, a subtraction of the respective second equation in 4.3 and 4.4
Ž l .ŽŽ Ž l ..Žm. Ž Ž l ..Žmy1..and using the relation U U y U G 0 leads ton n G n G
Ž . Ž . Ž .m my1 my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A V G k G U y UŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n n n npž /G
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.q F U , U , U , UŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n nysp p pž /a bl l
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.y F U , U , U , U .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n nysž /aG G G bl l
4.10Ž .
Ž0. Ž0. Ž0. Ž0.Ä ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Since U s U s U and U s U s U , the relations inn G n p n n G n p n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4.9 , 4.10 , and 3.4 with m s 1 imply that
Ž . Ž .1 1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A V G 0 and A V G 0, l s 1, . . . , N.Ž .Ž .n n n n
Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž1. Ž l . Ž1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .This leads to U G U and U F U . An inductionn G n p n G n p
w x Ž .argument as that in 9, 12 shows that the first inequalities in 4.8 between
Ž Žm.. Ž Žm.. Ž .U and U hold. The proof for the second inequalities in 4.8n p n G
Žm. Žm.Ž . Ž .between U and U is similar.n G n J
It is seen from Theorem 4.2 that if the initial iteration in the iterative
Ž . Ž . Ž .schemes 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.5 is taken as a pair of generalized upper and
lower solutions, and the initial functions for the iterations are the same,
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then the sequences of Picard iteration converges faster than the sequence
of Gauss]Seidel iteration which in turn converges faster than the se-
quence of Jacobi iteration. This property holds for both the maximal
Žm. Žm. 4  4sequences U and the minimal sequence U .n n
5. ERROR ESTIMATES
The conclusion in Theorem 4.1 ensures that given any e ) 0 there exist
Ž . qan integer m* s m* e and a norm in R such that
Žm. Žm.5 5U y U - e for m G m*, n s 1, 2, . . . ,n n
Žm. Žm.Ž .where q s MN and U , U is the mth iteration from any one of then n
Ž . Ž . Ž .iterative schemes in 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.5 . This shows that the error
U Žm. Žm.Ž .between the true solution U and the mth approximation U or U isn n n
bounded by e when m G m*. However, in actual computation the true
values of UU and UU in the above iterative schemes are approximatedny1 nys
Žm9. Žm9. Žm9. Žm9.Ž .by U and U or by U and U , respectively, for some m9. Thisny1 nys ny1 nys
leads to an error between the theoretical and the computed mth approxi-
mation at n. Furthermore, there may also be round-off error in the
Žm. Žm.computation of U and U . In this section we give an estimate for then n
error between the true solution UU and the computed mth approximationn
Žm. Ž . Ž . Ž .V for each of the iterative schemes 4.3 , 4.4 , and 4.5 . Our estimate isn
given in terms of the smallest eigenvalue mŽ l . of AŽ l . and the strength ofn n
Ž l .Ž .the function f ?, u, u , and it is independent of the true solution.t
Throughout this section we denote the computed mth approximation from
either one of the iterative schemes by
Ž . Ž .m mŽm. Ž1. ŽN .V ’ V , . . . , V 9 andŽ . Ž .n n nž /
Ž . Ž .m mŽm. Ž1. ŽN .V ’ V , . . . , V 9.Ž . Ž .ž /n n n
5.1. Picard Iteration
Žm. Žm.Ž .For the Picard iterative scheme 4.3 V and V satisfy the relationn n
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A V s U q k G VŽ .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n
Ž . Ž .my1 mUŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l . Ž l .qF V , V , V , U q G q eŽ .Ž .n n n nys n nbž /a ll
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Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A V s U q k G VŽ .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n
Ž . Ž .my1 mUŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l . Ž l .qF V , V , V , U q G q eŽ . Ž .n n n nys n nž /a bl l
l s 1, . . . , N , 5.1Ž . Ž .
Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm.Ž . Ž .where e and e denote the combined errors due to round-offn n
U U Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm.Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..and the replacement of U , U by V , V or by V , V .ny1 nys ny1 nys ny1 nys
Let e , e be the maximum round-off error and the maximum allowabler a
error between the theoretical and the computed mth approximation,
respectively, and let
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . m mm mŽm. Ž1. ŽN . Žm. Ž1. ŽN .e ’ e , . . . , e 9, e ’ e , . . . , e 9.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /n n n n n n
Then by the monotone convergence result of Theorem 4.1 there exists an
integer m* such that
Žm. Žm.5 5 5 5e q e - 2 e q e for all m G m*, 5.2Ž . Ž .n n r a
5 5 qwhere ? is a suitable norm in R . Define
y1U Ž l . Ž l .b ’ max 1 q k m q g ; l s 1, . . . , N ,Ž .½ 5n n n n
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .s ’ max s q d g ; j s 1, . . . , N , 4n j , n j n 5.3Ž .
N
U Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .v ’ s r 1 q k m q g ,Ž .Ž .Ýn n n n n
ls1
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž .where d s 1 if j s l, and d s 0 if j / l, and s is given by 3.9 .j j j, n
Then we have the following error estimate for the Picard iteration.
U Žm. Žm.Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.1. Let U be the true solution of 2.2 , and let V , Vn
Ž .be the computed mth approximation by the Picard iteration 4.3 . Assume that
Ž . Ž X .hypotheses H and H hold and that1 2
k vU - 1 for n s 1, 2, . . . . 5.4Ž .n n
Then there exist an integer m* and a norm in R q such that
2b UnU UŽm. Žm.5 5 5 5V y U q V y U - e q eŽ .n n n n a rU1 y k vn n
for all m G m* n s 1, 2, . . . 5.5Ž . Ž .
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Žm. Žm.5 5 5 5 ŽProof. Let e be any constant satisfying e q e - e F 2 e q0 n n 0 a
.e , and letr
U UŽm. Žm. Žm. Žm.E ’ V y U , E ’ V y U , 5.6Ž .n n n n n n
Ž . Ž U . Ž .where m G m*. By subtracting 3.3 with U s U from 5.1 , and usingn n
Ž l . y1 Ž l . Žm.Ž . Ž .the positive property of A , we see that the components E andn n
Ž l . Žm. Žm. Žm.Ž .E of E and E satisfy the relationn n n
Ž . Ž .m my1y1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .E F A k G EŽ .Ž . Ž .n n n n n½
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.<q F V , V , V , UŽ .n n n nysbž /a ll
Ž .mŽ .lU U U UŽ l . Ž l .<w x w xyF U , U , U , U q e ,Ž . Ž .a bž /n n n nys n 5l l
Ž . Ž .y1m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .E F A k G EŽ .Ž . Ž .n n n n n½
Ž .my1 UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.<q F V , V , V , UŽ .n n n nysž /a bl l
Ž .mŽ .lU U U UŽ l . Ž l .<w x w xyF U , U , U , U q e ,Ž . Ž .a bž /n n n nys n 5l l
< < Ž < < < <. Ž . Mwhere W s w , . . . , w 9 for any W s w , . . . , w 9 g R . Using the1 M 1 M
Ž .relation 5.3 in the above inequalities leads to
alŽ . Ž . Ž .m my1 my1y1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.E F A k s E q s EÃŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n n l , n n j , n n½
js1
bl
Ž . Ž .my1 mŽ l . Ž j. Ž l .q s E q e l s 1, . . . , N ,Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý j , n n n 5
js1
al
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1m my1 my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.E F A k s E q s EÃŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n n l , n n j , n n½
js1
bl Ž . Ž .my1 mŽ l . Ž j. Ž l .q s E q e l s 1, . . . , N , 5.7Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý j , n n n 5
js1
where s Ž l . ’ s Ž l . q g Ž l . G 0. DefineÃl, n l, n n
NŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .m mm mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Žm. Ž l .E s E q E , E s E ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ýn n n n n
ls1
Ž .Ž . Ž . mm mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .e s e q e . 5.8Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
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Ž l .Ž .Then adding the two inequalities in 5.7 and using the definition of sn
Ž .in 5.3 yield
Ž . Ž .y1m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Žm. Ž l .E F A k s E q e l s 1, . . . , N .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5n n n n n n
Ž Ž l ..y1 Ž l . Ž Ž Ž l .Since the spectral radius of A is bound by b ’ 1 q k m qn n n n
Ž l ...y1 Mg we see that given any e ) 0 there exists a norm in R such thatn 1
Ž . Ž .m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Ž l .E F b q e k s E q eŽ . Ž . Ž .n n 1 n n n n
Ž w x.cf. 4 . Adding the above inequalities over l and choosing e sufficiently1
Ž .small, relation 5.2 and the choice of e ensure that0
5 Žm. 5 U 5 Žmy1. 5E F k v E q b *e . 5.9Ž .n n n n 0
5 Ž0. 5It follows by an induction argument, using the fact that E s 0 and
k v* - 1, thatn
y1U UŽm.5 5E - b e 1 y k v , n s 1, 2, . . . .Ž .n n 0 n n
Ž .This leads to the estimate 5.5 which proves the theorem.
5.2. Gauss]Seidel and Jacobi Iterations
To obtain an error estimate for the Gauss]Seidel and Jacobi iterations
Ž . Ž .4.4 and 4.5 we assume, for simplicity, that the diagonal elements of
Ž Ž l . Ž l .. Ž Ž l . Ž l ..A q G are independent of i and are denoted by a q g . Definen n n n
Ä Ž l . Ž l .b s max 1 q k a q g ; l s 1, . . . , N 4Ž .n n n n
s s max s Ž l . q aŽ l . q g Ž l . ; l s 1, . . . , NÄ  4Ž .n j , n n n
N
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .v s s r 1 q k a q g . 5.10Ž .Ä Ä Ž .Ž .Ýn n n n n
ls1
In terms of the above parameters we have the following.
U Žm. Žm.Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.2. Let U be the true solution of 2.2 , and let V , Vn n n
Ž .be the computed mth approximation by either the Gauss]Seidel iteration 4.4
Ž . Ž . Ž .or the Jacobi iteration 4.5 . Assume that H and H 9 hold and that1 2
k v - 1 for n s 1, 2, . . . . 5.11Ž .Än n
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Then there exist an integer m* and a ¤ector norm in R q such that
Ä2bnU UŽm. Žm.5 5 5 5V y U q V y U F e q e for all m G m*.Ž .n n n n a r1 y k vÄn n
5.12Ž .
Ž .Proof. In the Gauss]Seidel iteration 4.4 the computed mth iterations
Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm.Ž . Ž .V and V satisfy the relationn n
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A V s U q k G q U VŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n nG
Ž . Ž .my1 mUŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l . Ž l .qF V , V , V , U q G q e ,Ž .Ž .n n n nys n nbž /a ll
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž .lUŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A V s U q k G q U VŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n nG
Ž . Ž .my1 mUŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l . Ž l .qF V , V , V , U q G q eŽ . Ž .n n n nys n nž /a bl l
l s 1, . . . , N . 5.13Ž . Ž .
Žm. Žm.Ž . Ž .Subtracting 3.3 from 5.13 and using the definition of E and E inn n
Ž .5.6 yield
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A E s k G q U EŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n nG
Ž .my1 U U UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF V , V , V , U y F U , UŽ .Ž .n n n nys n nysbž /a ll
Ž .mŽ l .q eŽ .n
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .A E s k G q U EŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n nG
Ž .my1 U U UŽ l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Ž l .qF V , V , V , U y F U , UŽ .Ž .n n n nys n nysž /a bl l
Ž .mŽ l .q e .Ž .n
Ž Ž l ..y1 Ž Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . .By the positive properties of A and U q G q s I we obtainn G n n l, n
Ž . Ž .m my1y1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .E F A k U q G q s I EŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n l , n nG ½
a bl lŽ . Ž . Ž .my1 my1 mŽ l . Ž j. Ž l . Ž j. Ž l .q s E q s E q e ,Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýj , n n j , n n n 5
js1 js1
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Ž . Ž .y1m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .E F A k U q G q s I EŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n l , n nG ½
a bl l Ž .Ž . Ž .my1my1 mŽ l . Ž j. Ž l . Ž j. Ž l .q s E q s E q eŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýj , n n j , n n n 5
js1 js1
l s 1, . . . , N . 5.14Ž . Ž .
Ž . w xSince the above relation is in exactly the same form as Eq. 5.12 of 12 we
w x Ž .conclude from the argument in 12 that the error estimate 5.12 holds.
This proves the theorem for the Gauss]Seidel iteration. The proof for the
Jacobi iteration is similar and is omitted.
6. CONVERGENCE OF THE FINITE
DIFFERENCE SOLUTION
w xThe method used in 12 for the convergence of finite difference solu-
Ž .tions can be applied to the system 1.1 with time delays. To show this we
assume that the coefficients of L Ž l . and BŽ l . and the functions f Ž l ., g Ž l .,
Ž l . Ž l .Ž .and c are suitably smooth in their respective domains, and b x, t / 0
on S , whereT
L Ž l .uŽ l . ’ uŽ l . y LŽ l .uŽ l . q g Ž l .uŽ l . l s 1, . . . , NŽ .g t
Ž l . Ž l . Ž w x.and b is the boundary coefficient of B cf. 7, 8 . Recall that for the
Ž . Ž Ž1.Ž . ŽN .Ž ..mixed quasimonotone function f u, u ’ f u, u , . . . , f u, u , cou-t t t
Ž . Ž .pled upper and lower solutions of 1.1 , denoted by u s u , . . . , u andÄ Ä Ä1 N
Ž .u ’ u , . . . , u , are required to satisfy u G u and the relationÃ Ã Ã Ä Ã1 N
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . w x w xu y L u G f u , u , u , u , uÄ Ä Ä Ä Ã Ä Ãa bŽ .c dt t tl l l l
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . w x w xu y L u F f u , u , u , u , u in DÃ Ã Ã Ã Ä Ã Äa bŽ .c dt t t Tl l l l
Ž l .w Ž l . x Ž l . Ž l .w Ž l . xB u G g x , t G B u on SŽ .Ä Ã T
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . w xu x , t G c x , t G u x , t in yt , 0 = VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ã l
l s 1, . . . , N , 6.1Ž . Ž .
Ž x Ž xwhere D s V = 0, T , S s › V = 0, T . DefineT T
² :u, u ’ u g C D ; u F u F uÃ Ä Ã Ä 4Ž .T
Ž l . Ž l .Ž . Ž .and choose any nonnegative function g ’ g x, t such that 3.1 is
² : w xsatisfied with respect to u, u in D ’ V = 0, T . It has been shown inÃ Ä T
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Ž0. Ž0.w x8 that if u s u and u s u are used as a pair of coupled initialÄ Ã
iterations in the iteration process
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L u s g uŽ . Ž .g
Ž .my1Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.w xq f u , u , u ,Ž . až bl l
Žmy1. Žmy1.u , u ,t t /c dl l
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L u s g uŽ . Ž .g
Ž .my1Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.w xq f u , u , u ,Ž . bž a ll
Žmy1. Žmy1.u , u ,t t /dc ll
Ž .Ž . mmŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .B u s B u s g x , t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Ž . mmŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .u x , t s u x , t s c x , t l s 1, . . . , N , 6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where m s 1, 2, . . . , then the corresponding sequences
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . m mm mŽm. Ž1. ŽN . Žm. Ž1. ŽN . 4u ’ u , . . . , u , u ’ u , . . . , uŽ . Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .½ 5 ½ 5
exist and converge monotonically and uniformly to a unique solution
Ž Ž1. ŽN .. Ž .u ’ u , . . . , u of 1.1 and satisfy the relation
Žm. Žmq1. Žmq1. Žm.u F u F u F u F u F u F u on D . 6.3Ž .Ã Ä T
Ž Ž1. Žn. . Ž .To prove the convergence of the solution u ’ u , . . . , u of 2.1i, n i, n i, n
Ž . Ž . Uto the solution u x , t of 1.1 we consider a fixed discretized domain Li n p
and show that for any e ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that for each
l s 1, . . . , N,
UŽ l . Ž l . < <u x , t y u - e for all x , t g L when k q h - d ,Ž . Ž .i n i , n i n p n
6.4Ž .
< <where h s h q ??? qh . Since for the convergence problem, k and h1 p n n
can be made arbitrarily small, we may assume that k s k and h s h forn n
Ž l . Ž .all n and n . Similarly the function g in 3.1 may be chosen independenti, n
of i so that GŽ l . s g Ž l .I. In our convergence theorem to be given it isn n
< < 2 < <understood that kr h remains fixed as k “ 0, h “ 0, and the set of
mesh points in LU is always contained in every refinement of LU . Beforep p
Ž .proving the relation 6.4 we prepare the following lemma.
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 Žm.4LEMMA 6.1. Let r be a sequence of positi¤e numbers such thatn
r Žm. F e for all m and0 0
r Žm. F ar Žm. q br Žmy1. q c for m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n s 1, . . . , N , 6.5Ž .n ny1 n T
y1 Žm. 2 my1 Žm.Ž .and let u ’ b 1 y a , b ’ 1 q u q u q ??? qu , and r s
Ž Žm..max r , where a, b, and c are positi¤e constants with a - 1 and N is anyn n T
positi¤e integer. Then
y1Žm. m Ž0. Žm.r F u r q b e q c 1 y a for m s 1, 2 . . . . 6.6Ž . Ž .Ž .0
Ž .Proof. For any fixed m in 6.5 , an induction argument in n gives
Žm. Žm. Žmy1. Žmy1.r F ar q br q c F ae q br q c1 0 1 0
Žm. Žmy1. Žmy1.r F a ae q br q c q br q cŽ .2 0 2
2 Žmy1.F a e q a q 1 br q cŽ . Ž .0
...
Žm. n ny1 ny2 Žmy1.r F a e q a q a q ??? q1 br q c .Ž . Ž .n 0
In view of a - 1 the above relation yields
y1 y1m Žmy1. Žmy1.r F e q 1 y a br q c s u r q e q c 1 y a .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
Ž .The relation 6.6 follows by an induction argument in m.
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .THEOREM 6.1. Let u x, t , u x, t and u , u be coupled upper andÄ Ã Ä Ãi, n i, n
Ž . Ž . Ž .lower solutions of 1.1 and 2.1 , respecti¤ely, and let Hypotheses H and1
Ž . Ž l .Ž .H hold. Assume that b x, t / 0 and for any e* ) 0 there exists d ) 02
such that
< <u x , t y u F e*, u x , t y u F e* whene¤er k q h - d .Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ã Ãi n i , n i n i , n
6.7Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then the solution u of 2.1 con¤erges to the solution u x , t of 1.1 oni, n i n
U < <L as k q h “ 0.p
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ŽŽ Ž l .Ž ..Žm . Ž Ž l . .Žm ..Proof. Let u x, t , u represent either the pairi , n
Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm.ŽŽ Ž .. Ž . . ŽŽ Ž .. Ž . .u x, t , u or the pair u x, t , u . Sincei, n i, n
Ž .mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .u x , t y u F u x , t y u x , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i n i , n i n i n
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .q u x , t y u q u y uŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .i n i , n i , n i , n
Ž Ž l .Ž ..Žm.4 Ž Ž l . .Žm.4for every m and u x , t and u converge uniformly toi n i, n
Ž l .Ž . Ž l .u x , t and u , respectively, as m “ ‘, it suffices to show that giveni n i, n
any e ) 0 there exist d ) 0 and an integer m* such that for some m G m*
and every l s 1, . . . , N,
Ž . Ž .m m UŽ l . Ž l . < <u x , t y u - e in L when k q h - d . 6.8Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .i n i , n p
Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm.ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .Let u , u be the solution of 6.2 and let
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .V ’ u x , t , . . . , u x , t 9Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /n 1 n M n
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .V ’ u x , t , . . . , u x , t 9Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /n 1 n M n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m mŽm. Ž1. ŽN . Žm. Ž1. ŽN .V ’ V , . . . , V 9, V ’ V , . . . , V 9.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . ž /n n n n n nž /
Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm.Ž . Ž .By the finite difference approximation of L u , u and u
satisfy the relation
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L u s g uŽ . Ž .g
Ž .my1Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.w xq f u , u , u ,Ž . až bl l
Žmy1. Žmy1. Žm. < <u , u q0 k , h ,Ž .t t /c dl l
Ž . Ž .m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .L u s g uŽ . Ž .g
Ž .my1Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.w xq f u , u , u ,Ž . bž a ll
UŽmy1. Žmy1. Žm. < <u , u q0 k , h in L ,Ž .t t p/dc ll
Ž .Ž . mm UŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žm. < <B u s B u s g x , t q 0 h on S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . i n p
Ž .Ž . mmŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .u x , t s u x , t s c x , t in Q l s 1, . . . , N ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i n i n i n p
6.9Ž .
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Ž l . Ž . Žm.Ž < <.where u , u, and u are evaluated at the mesh point x , t and 0 k, ht i n
Žm.Ž < <. < < Ž .and 0 h converge to 0 as k q h “ 0. To express 6.9 in vector formn
we write, for notational convenience,
Ž .mŽ l . Žm. Žm. Ž l . Ž l . Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm.F V ; V ’ F V , V , V , V , V ,Ž .Ž .n n n n n nys nysb dž /a cl ll l
Ž .mŽ l . Žm. Žm. Ž l . Ž l . Žm. Žm. Žm. Žm.F V ; V ’ F V , V , V , V , VŽ .Ž .n n n n n nys nysž /a cb dl ll l
l s 1, . . . , N . 6.10Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then 6.9 may be written as
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.A V s V q k G V q F V ; VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n n
Žm. < <q 0 k , h ,Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.A V s V q k G V q F V ; VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n n
Žm. < <q 0 k , hŽ .
for n s 1, 2, . . . ,
Ž . Ž .m mŽ l . Ž l . Ž l .V s V s C for n s 0, y1, . . . ys l s 1, . . . , N ,Ž .Ž .Ž .n n n l
6.11Ž .
Ž l . Ž . Ž l . Ž l .where A is given by 3.2 with G s g I.n n n
Ž l . Žm. Ž l . Žm.ŽŽ . Ž . . Ž .Let U , U be the solution of 3.5 , and letn n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . m m m m mmŽ l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .z s V y U , z s V y U .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n n n n n
Ž .Then 6.8 is proven if
Ž .Ž . mmŽ l . Ž l .5 5 5 5 < <z q z - e for n s 1, 2, . . . , when k q h - d . 6.12Ž .Ž . Ž .n n
Ž . Ž .By a subtraction of 3.5 from 6.11 we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.A z s z q k G z q F V ; VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n n
Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Žm. < <yF U ; U q 0 k , hŽ .Ž .n n
Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1.A z s z q k G z q F V ; VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n ny1 n n n n
Ž l . Žmy1. Žmy1. Žm. < <yF U ; U q 0 k , h for n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .Ž .n n
Ž .Ž . mmŽ l . Ž l .z s z s 0 for n s 0, y1, . . . , ys l s 1, . . . , N .Ž .Ž . Ž .n n
6.13Ž .
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Since k s k and h s h for all n and n we may writen n
Ž l . 2 ÃŽ l . ÃŽ l .k A s krh A ’ rA .Ž .n n n n
Ž l . ÃŽ l .It is clear from the formulation of A that the elements of A satisfy then n
Ž . < < Ž l .properties in H and are bounded as k q h “ 0. Define B s1 n
Ž l . y1 Ž l . ÃŽ l . Ž l .Ž .A , where A s I q rA q kG . Then for any e 9 ) 0 there exist an n n n
matrix norm and a vector norm in R M such that
y1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l .5 5B F 1 q rm q kg y e 9 ’ r ,Ã ÃŽ .n n n n
5 Ž l . 5 5 Ž l . 5 5 5 MB V F B V for V g R , 6.14Ž .n n
Ž l . ÃŽ l . Ž w x.where m is the smallest eigenvalue of A cf. 4 . By the hypothesisÃn n
b Ž l . / 0, mŽ l . is strictly positive for all k and h. DefineÃn n
Ž l .› f
Ž l . Ã Ä Ã Ä² : ² :k ’ max u, w ; u g U ; U , w g U , U ,Ž .n n n nys nysŽ j.½ › w
j s 1, . . . , N , 6.15Ž .5
Ž j. Ž . Ž .where w , j s 1, . . . , N, are the components of w. Then by 6.13 , 6.14 ,
Ž .and 5.3 we have
al
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1 my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.z F r z q k s z q zÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n ny1 n n n½ ž js1
bl
Ž .my1Ž j.q zŽ .Ý n /js1
c dl l
Ž .Ž . my1my1Ž l . Ž j. Ž j. Žm.qk z q z q 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn nys nys 5ž /js1 js1
al
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m my1 my1Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž l . Ž j.z F r z q k s z q zÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n ny1 n n n½ ž js1
bl
Ž .my1Ž j.q zŽ .Ý n /js1
c dl l
Ž . Ž .my1 my1Ž l . Ž j. Ž j. Žm.qk z q z q 0 , 6.16Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ýn nys nys 5ž /js1 js1
Ž l . Ž .where s is given by 5.3 .n
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Ž Ž l . Ž l ..Let m G m* be fixed and choose e 9 - rm q kg r2 which is possi-Ãn n
Ž l . Ž . Ž l .ble since m ) 0. Then by 6.14 , r - 1 for every l and n. Moreover,Ã Ãn n
5 Žm. 5 < <given any e ) 0 there exists d ) 0 such that 0 - e when k q h - d .1 1
Define
N N
Ž .Ž . mmŽm. Ž l . Žm. Ž l .z s z , z s zŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn n n n
ls1 ls1
Žm. Žm. Žm.z s z q zn n n
N N
Ž l . Ž l .s s s , k s k , 6.17Ž .Ã ÃŽ . Ž .Ý Ýn n n n
ls1 ls1
and let r, s , and k be the respective maximum of r Ž l ., s , and k overÃ Ã Ã Ã Ãn n n
n s 1, . . . , N and l s 1, . . . , N. Then addition of the two inequalities inT
Ž .6.16 followed by summing up over l s 1, . . . , N yield the relation
Žm. Žm. Žmy1. Žmy1.z F r z q k s z q k z q 2 Ne . 6.18Ž .Ã Ã Ã½ 5n ny1 n nys 1
Ž . 5 Ž0. 5 Ž0.It is clear that r - 1, and by 6.7 z - 2e* ’ e for all n s 1, . . . , N .Ã n T
Ž . Ž . 5 Žm. 5Consider the case n s 1, . . . , s*. Since by 3.8 and 6.11 z s 0, thenys
Ž .relation 6.18 is reduced to
Žm. Žm. Žmy1.z F r z q ks z q 2 Ne . 6.19Ž .Ã Ãn ny1 n 1
5 Žm. 5In view of r - 1 and z s 0, an application of Lemma 6.1 withÃ 0
Žm. 5 Žm. 5r s z givesn n
Žm. m Ž0. Žm. m Ž0. Žm.z F u z q b 2 rNe - u e q c e ,Ž .Ãn n 1 1
Ž .y1 Žm. my1 Žm.where u s krs 1 y r , b s 1 q u q ??? qu , and c sÃÃ Ã
2 rNbŽm.. The arbitrariness of e Ž0. and e implies that for any e X F e thereÃ 1 1
5 Žm. 5 X < <exists d ) 0 such that z - e when h q h - d . This proves then 1
Ž .relation 6.12 for n s 1, . . . , s*.
We next consider n s s* q 1, . . . , 2 s*. It is obvious from the above
5 Žm. 5 Xresult for n s 1, . . . , s* that z - e for n s s* q 1, . . . , 2 s*. Usingnys 1
Ž .this relation in 6.18 leads to
Žm. Žm. Žmy1.z F r z q ks z q e ,Ã ÃŽ .n ny1 n 2
X 5 Žm. 5 Xwhere e s kke q 2 Ne . Since z - e , another application of LemmaÃ2 1 1 s* 1
6.1 gives
y1X XŽm. m Žm.z F u e q b e q 1 y r e .Ž .ÃŽ .n 1 1 2
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X < <Since e and e can be made arbitrarily small by taking k q h small we1 2
conclude from the above inequality that for any e X F e exists d ) 0 such2
5 Žm. 5 X < < Ž .that z - e when k q h - d . This proves the relation 6.12 forn 2
Ž .n s s* q 1, . . . , 2 s*. A continuation of the same process shows that 6.12
holds for n s 1, . . . , N . This proves the theorem.T
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